How the silent film
discovered sound
„Al Jolson and The Jazz Singer“
Direction: Andrea Oberheiden
Everybody knows the title, only a few know
the film: Because of its status as the first
official talking picture, The Jazz Singer
became a legend. The man who played the
leading part – and on whose life the film and
the Broadway play are based – had already
been a legend when he took on the role of
his life.
Al Jolson, who was born in the 1880s in
Lithuania, and who emigrated to New York
with his parents in the 1890s, had a similar
biography as the character of Jakie
Rabinowitz, the rebellious son of a cantor
and Jazz singer, as far as the escape from
orthodox traditions from the old world and the
attempted assimilation to the way of life (and
the music!) of his new country is concerned.
In 1927, when the film, which saved the
Warner Bros. Studio from bankcruptcy, and
which changed the production and aesthetics
of a whole art form premiered, Jolson had
already been an acclaimed entertainer, who
dined at the White House and who sold more
records than any other popular artist.
„Al Jolson and The Jazz Singer“, a film
directed by Andrea Oberheiden from Kiel,
celebrates the artist without losing sight of
the film. It becomes apparent that the family
criticized him for living the life of a star, not
choosing his wives
for their religious
backgrounds, as does the influence Jolson's
style had on subsequent generations – still
Michael Jackson referred to Jolson's white
socks and flood pants. The discussion about
Jolson's today dubious performances in
Blackface, the black make-up of a simulated
African-American, is being enriched by some
new contributions. But the audience is mainly
introduced to some technical details really
worth knowing about how the late silent film
came to its sound.

